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Abstract
A numerical method for the computation of the magnetic flux in the vacuum
surrounding the plasma in a Tokamak is investigated. It is based on the for-
mulation of a Cauchy problem which is solved through the minimization of an
energy error functional. Several numerical experiments are conducted which
show the efficiency of the method.
1 Introduction
In order to be able to control the plasma during a fusion experiment in a Toka-
mak it is mandatory to know its position in the vacuum vessel. This latter is
deduced from the knowledge of the poloidal flux which itself relies on measure-
ments of the magnetic field. In this paper we investigate a numerical method
for the computation of the poloidal flux in the vacuum. Let us first briefly recall
the equations modelizing the equilibrium of a plasma in a Tokamak [32].
Assuming an axisymmetric configuration one considers a 2D poloidal cross
section of the vacuum vessel ΩV in the (r, z) system of coordinates (Fig. 1). In
this setting the poloidal flux ψ(r, z) is related to the magnetic field through the
relation (Br, Bz) =
1
r
(−
∂ψ
∂z
,
∂ψ
∂r
) and, as there is no toroidal current density in
the vacuum outside the plasma, satisfies the following equation
Lψ = 0 in ΩX (1)
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Figure 1: Cross section of the vacuum vessel: the domain ΩV , its boundary ΓV .
Coils providing measurements of the components of the magnetic field tangent
and normal to ΓV are represented surrounding the vacuum vessel.
where L denotes the elliptic operator
L. = −[
∂
∂r
(
1
r
∂.
∂r
) +
∂
∂z
(
1
r
∂.
∂z
)]
and
ΩX = ΩV − Ω¯P
denotes the vacuum region surrounding the domain of the plasma ΩP of bound-
ary ΓP (see Fig. 2). Inside the plasma Eq. (1) is not valid anymore and the
poloidal flux satisfies the Grad-Shafranov equation [30, 16] which describes the
equilibrium of a plasma confined by a magnetic field
Lψ = µ0j(r, ψ) in ΩP (2)
where µ0 is the magnetic permeability of the vacuum and j(r, ψ) is the unknown
toroidal current density function inside the plasma. Since the plasma boundary
ΓP is unknown the equilibrium of a plasma in a Tokamak is a free boundary
problem described by a particular non-linearity of the model. The boundary
is an iso-flux line determined either as being a magnetic separatrix (hyperbolic
line with an X-point as on the left hand side of Fig. 2) or by the contact with
a limiter (Fig. 2 right hand side). In other words the plasma boundary is
determined from the equation ψ(r, z) = ψP , ψP being the value of the flux at
the X-point or the value of the flux for the outermost flux line inside a limiter.
In order to compute an approximation of ψ in the vacuum and to find the
plasma boundary without knowing the current density j in the plasma and thus
without using the Grad-Shafranov equation (2) the strategy which is routinely
used in operational codes mainly consists in choosing an a priori expansion
method for ψ such as for example truncated Taylor and Fourier expansions
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Figure 2: The plasma domain ΩP and the vacuum region ΩX . The plasma
boundary is determined by an X-point configuration (left) or a limiter configu-
ration (right). The fictitious contour ΓI is represented inside the plasma.
for the code Apolo on the Tokamak ToreSupra [28] or piecewise polynomial
expansions for the code Xloc on the Tokamak JET [26, 29]. The flux ψ can also
be expanded in toroidal harmonics involving Legendre functions or expressed
by using Green functions in the filament method ([23, 13], [9] and the references
therein). In all cases the coefficients of the expansion are then computed through
a fit to the measurements of the magnetic field. Indeed several magnetic probes
and flux loops surround the boundary ΓV of the vacuum vessel and measure
the magnetic field and the flux (see Fig. 1). It should also be noted that very
similar problems are studied in [18, 8, 14, 15]
In this paper we investigate a numerical method based on the resolution of
a Cauchy problem introduced in ([6], Chapter 5) which we recall here below.
The proposed approach uses the fact that after a preprocessing of these mea-
surements (interpolation and possibly integration on a contour) one can have
access to a complete set of Cauchy data, f = ψ on ΓV and g =
1
r
∂ψ
∂n
on ΓV .
The poloidal flux satisfies

Lψ = 0 in ΩX
ψ = f on ΓV
1
r
∂ψ
∂n
= g on ΓV
ψ = ψP on ΓP
(3)
In this formulation the domain ΩX = ΩX(ψ) is unknown since the free
plasma boundary ΓP as well as the flux ψP on the boundary are unknown.
Moreover the problem is ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard [12] since there are
two Cauchy conditions on the boundary ΓV .
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In order to compute the flux in the vacuum and to find the plasma boundary
we are going to define a new problem as in [6] which is an approximation of the
original one. Let us define a fictitious boundary ΓI fixed inside the plasma (see
Fig. 2). We are going to seek an approximation of the poloidal flux ψ satisfying
Lψ = 0 in the domain contained between the fixed boundaries ΓV and ΓI . The
problem becomes one formulated on a fixed domain Ω:


Lψ = 0 in Ω
ψ = f on ΓV
1
r
∂ψ
∂n
= g on ΓV
(4)
Let us insist here on the fact that this problem is an approximation to the
original one since in the domain between ΓP and ΓI , ψ should satisfy the Grad-
Shafranov equation. The relevance of this approximating model is consolidated
by the Cauchy-Kowalewska theorem [12]. For ΓP smooth enough the function
ψ can be extended in the sense of Lψ = 0 in a neighborhood of ΓP inside
the plasma. Hence the problem formulated on a fixed domain with a fictitious
boundary ΓI not ”too far” from ΓP is an approximation of the free boundary
problem. As mentioned in [6] if ΓI were identical with ΓP then by the virtual
shell principle [31] the quantity w =
1
r
∂ψ
∂n
|ΓI would represent the surface current
density (up to a factor
1
µ0
) on ΓP for which the magnetic field created outside
the plasma by the current sheet is identical to the field created by the real
current density spread throughout the plasma.
However no boundary condition is known on ΓI . One way to deal with
this second issue and to solve such a problem is to formulate it as an optimal
control one. Only the Dirichlet condition on ΓV is retained to solve the bound-
ary value problem and a least square error functional measuring the distance
between measured and computed normal derivative and depending on the un-
known boundary condition on ΓI is minimized. Due to the illposedness of the
considered Cauchy problem a regularization term is needed to avoid erratic be-
haviour on the boundary where the data is missing. A drawback of this method
developed in [6] is that Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions on ΓV are
not used in a symmetric way. One is used as a boundary condition for the par-
tial differential equation, Lψ = 0, whereas the other is used in the functional to
be minimized.
Freezing the domain to Ω by introducing the fictitious boundary ΓI enables
to remove the nonlinearity of the problem. The plasma boundary ΓP can still
be computed as an iso-flux line and thus is an output of our computations. We
are going to compute a function ψ such that the Dirichlet boundary condition
u = ψ on ΓI is such that the Cauchy conditions on ΓV are satisfied as nearly as
possible in the sense of the error functional defined in the next Section.
The originality of the approach proposed in this paper relies on the use of
an error functional having a physical meaning: an energy error functional or
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constitutive law error functional. Up to our knowledge this misfit functional
has been introduced in [24] in the context of a posteriori estimator in the finite
element method. In this context, the minimization of the constitutive law error
functional allows to detect the reliability of the mesh without knowing the ex-
act solution. Within the inverse problem community this functional has been
introduced in [21, 22, 20] in the context of parameter identification. It has been
widely exploited in the same context in [7]. It has also been used for Robin type
boundary condition recovering [10] and in the context of geometrical flaws iden-
tification (see [4] and references therein). For lacking boundary data recovering
(i.e. Cauchy problem resolution) in the context of Laplace operator, the energy
error functional has been introduced in [2, 1]. A study of similar techniques can
be found in [5, 3] and the analysis found in these papers uses elements taken
from the domain decomposition framework [27].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the formulation of
the problem we are interested in and provide an analysis of its well posedness.
Section 3 describes the numerical method used. Several numerical experiments
are conducted to validate it. The final experiment shows the reconstruction
of the poloidal flux and the localization of the plasma boundary for an ITER
configuration.
2 Formulation and analysis of the method
2.1 Problem formulation
As described in the Introduction the starting point is the free boundary problem
(3). We first proceed as in [6] and in a first step consider the fictitious contour
ΓI fixed in the plasma and the fixed domain Ω contained between ΓV and ΓI .
Problem (3) is approximated by the Cauchy problem (4). The boundaries ΓV
and ΓI are assumed to be chosen smooth enough in order not to refrain any of
the developments which follow in the paper.
In a second step the problem is separated into two different ones. In the first
one we retain the Dirichlet boundary condition on ΓV only, assume v is given
on ΓI and seek the solution ψD of the well-posed boundary value problem:


LψD = 0 in Ω
ψD = f on ΓV
ψD = v on ΓI
(5)
The solution ψD can be decomposed in a part linearly depending on v and
a part depending on f only. We have the following decomposition:
ψD = ψD(v, f) = ψD(v, 0) + ψD(0, f) := ψD(v) + ψ˜D(f) (6)
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where ψD(v) and ψ˜D(f) satisfy:


LψD(v) = 0 in Ω
ψD(v) = 0 on ΓV
ψD(v) = v on ΓI


Lψ˜D(f) = 0 in Ω
ψ˜D(f) = f on ΓV
ψ˜D(f) = 0 on ΓI
(7)
In the second problem we retain the Neumann boundary condition only and
look for ψN satisfying the well-posed boundary value problem:

LψN = 0 in Ω
1
r
∂ψN
∂n
= g on ΓV
ψN = v on ΓI
(8)
in which ψN can be decomposed in a part linearly depending on v and a
part depending on g only. We have the following decomposition:
ψN = ψN (v, g) = ψN (v, 0) + ψN (0, g) := ψN (v) + ψ˜N (g) (9)
where

LψN(v) = 0 in Ω
1
r
∂ψN (v)
∂n
= 0 on ΓV
ψN (v) = v on ΓI


Lψ˜N (g) = 0 in Ω
1
r
∂ψ˜N
∂n
= g on ΓV
ψN = 0 on ΓI
(10)
In order to solve problem (4), f ∈ H1/2(ΓV ) and g ∈ H
−1/2(ΓV ) being given,
we would like to find u ∈ U = H1/2(ΓI) such that ψ = ψD(u, f) = ψN (u, g). To
achieve this we are in fact going to seek u such that J(u) = inf
v∈U
J(v) where J is
the error functional defined by
J(u) =
1
2
∫
Ω
1
r
||∇ψD(u, f)−∇ψN (u, g)||
2dx (11)
measuring a misfit between the Dirichlet solution and the Neumann solution.
2.2 Analysis of the method
In order to minimize J one can compute its derivative and express the first order
optimality condition. When doing so the two symmetric bilinear forms sD and
sN as well as the linear form l defined below appear naturally and in a first step
it is convenient to give a new expression of functional (11) using these forms.
Let u, v ∈ H1/2(ΓI) and define
sD(u, v) =
∫
Ω
1
r
∇ψD(u)∇ψD(v)dx (12)
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Applying Green’s formula and noticing that ψD(v) = v on ΓI and ψD(v) = 0
on ΓV we obtain
sD(u, v) =
∫
∂Ω
1
r
∂nψD(u)ψD(v)dσ−
∫
Ω
∇(
1
r
∇ψD(u))ψD(v)dx =
∫
ΓI
1
r
∂nψD(u)vdσ
(13)
where the integrals on the boundary are to be understood as duality pairings.
In Eq. (13) one can replace ψD(v) by any extension R(v) in H
1
0 (Ω,ΓV ) = {ψ ∈
H1(Ω), ψ|ΓV = 0} of v ∈ H
1/2(ΓI).
Hence sD can be represented by
sD(u, v) =
∫
Ω
1
r
∇ψD(u)∇R(v)dx (14)
Equivalently sN is defined by
sN (u, v) =
∫
Ω
1
r
∇ψN (u)∇ψN (v)dx (15)
Since ψN (v) = v on ΓI and
1
r
∂nψN (u) = 0 on ΓV we have that
sN (u, v) =
∫
∂Ω
1
r
∂nψN (u)ψN (v)dσ−
∫
Ω
∇(
1
r
∇ψN (u))ψN (v)dx =
∫
ΓI
1
r
∂nψN (u)vdσ
(16)
and sN can also be represented by
sN (u, v) =
∫
Ω
1
r
∇ψN (u)∇R(v)dx (17)
where R(v) is any extension in H1(Ω) of v ∈ H1/2(ΓI).
Let us now introduce
F (u, v) =
1
2
∫
Ω
1
r
(∇ψD(u, f)−∇ψN (u, g))(∇ψD(v, f)−∇ψN (v, g))dx (18)
such that J(v) = F (v, v) and the linear form l defined by
l(v) = −
∫
Ω
1
r
(∇ψ˜D(f)−∇ψ˜N (g))∇ψD(v)dx (19)
which can also be computed as
l(v) = −
∫
Ω
1
r
(∇ψ˜D(f)−∇ψ˜N (g))∇R(v)dx (20)
It can then be shown that
F (u, v) =
1
2
(sD(u, v)− sN (u, v)− l(u)− l(v)) + c (21)
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where the constant c is given by
c =
1
2
∫
Ω
1
r
||∇ψ˜D(f)−∇ψ˜N (g)||
2dx (22)
Hence functional J can be rewritten as
J(v) =
1
2
(sD(v, v) − sN (v, v))− l(v) + c (23)
Following the analysis provided in [5] it can be proved that in the favorable
case of compatible Cauchy data (f, g) the Cauchy problem admits a solution.
There exists a unique u ∈ U such that ψD(u, f) = ψN (u, g). The minimum of
J is also uniquely reached at this point, J(u) = 0. This solution is given by the
first order optimality condition which reads
(J ′(u), v) = sD(u, v)− sN (u, v)− l(v) = 0 ∀v ∈ U (24)
Equation (24) has an interpretation in terms of the normal derivative of ψD and
ψN on the boundary. From Eqs. (13) and (16) and from
l(v) = −
∫
Ω
1
r
(∇ψ˜D(f)−∇ψ˜N (g))∇ψD(v)dx = −
∫
ΓI
1
r
(∂nψ˜D(f)−∂nψ˜N (g))vdσ
(25)
we deduce that the optimality condition can be rewritten as
∫
ΓI
[(
1
r
∂nψD(u, f)−
1
r
∂nψN (u, g))]vdσ = 0 ∀v ∈ U (26)
which can be understood as the equality of the normal derivatives on ΓI .
Hence the first optimality condition when minimizing J amounts to solve an
interfacial equation
(SD − SN )(v) = χ,
where SD and SN are the Dirichlet-to-Neumann operators associated to the
bilinear forms and defined by:
SD : H
1/2(ΓI) −→ H
−1/2(ΓI)
v −→
1
r
∂ψD(v)
∂n
.
(27)
SN : H
1/2(ΓI) −→ H
−1/2(ΓI)
v −→
1
r
∂ψN (v)
∂n
,
(28)
and χ = −
1
r
∂ψ˜D
∂n
+
1
r
∂ψ˜N
∂n
on ΓI .
Since SD and SN have the same eigenvectors and have asymptotically the
same eigenvalues, the interfacial operator S = SD − SN is almost singular [5].
This point together with the fact that the set of incompatible Cauchy data is
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known to be dense in the set of compatible data (and thus numerical Cauchy
data can hardly by compatible) make this inverse problem severely ill-posed.
Some regularization process has to be used. One way to regularize the
problem is to directly deal with the resolution of the underlying quasi-singular
linear system using for example a relaxed gradient method [2, 1]. In this paper
we have chosen a regularization method of the Tikhonov type. It consists in
shifting the spectrum of S by adding a term
(SD − SN ) + εSD.
where ε is a small regularization parameter. This regularization method is quite
natural since the ill-posedness of the inverse problem and the lack of stability
in the identification of u by the minimization of J is strongly linked to the fact
that J is not coercive (see [5] and below). We are thus going to minimize the
regularized cost function:
Jε(v) = J(v) + εRD(v)
with
RD(v) =
1
2
∫
Ω
1
r
||∇ψD(v)||
2dx
This brings us to the framework described in [25]. We want to solve the
following
Problem Pε: find uε ∈ U such that Jε(uε) = inf
v∈U
Jε(v)
and the following result holds.
Proposition 1 1. Problem Pε admits a unique solution uε ∈ U character-
ized by the first order optimality condition
(J ′ε(uε), v) = εsD(uε, v) + sD(uε, v)− sN (uε, v)− l(v) = 0 ∀v ∈ U (29)
2. For a fixed ε the solution is stable with respect to the data f and g.
If f1, f2 ∈ H1/2(ΓV ) and g
1, g2 ∈ H−1/2(ΓV ) it holds that
||u1ε − u
2
ε||H1/2(ΓI ) ≤
C
ε
(||f1 − f2||H1/2(ΓV ) + ||g
1 − g2||H−1/2(ΓV )) (30)
3. If there exists u ∈ U such that ψD(u, f) = ψN (u, g) then uε → u in U
when ε→ 0.
Elements of the proof are given in Appendix.
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3 Numerical method and experiments
3.1 Finite element discretization
The resolution of the boundary value problems (7) and (10) is based on a clas-
sical P 1 finite element method [11].
Let us consider the family of triangulation τh of Ω, and Vh the finite dimen-
sional subspace of H1(Ω) defined by
Vh = {ψh ∈ H
1(Ω), ψh|T ∈ P
1(T ), ∀T ∈ τh}.
Let us also introduce the finite element space on ΓI
Dh = {vh = ψh|ΓI , ψh ∈ Vh}.
Consider (φi)i=1,...N a basis of Vh and assume that the first NΓI mesh nodes
(and basis functions) correspond to the ones situated on ΓI . A function ψh ∈
Vh is decomposed as ψh =
∑N
i=1 aiφi and its trace on ΓI as vh = ψh|ΓI =∑NΓI
i=1 aiφi|ΓI .
Given boundary conditions vh on ΓI and fh, gh on ΓV one can compute
the approximations ψD,h(vh), ψN,h(vh), ψ˜D,h(fh) and ψ˜N,h(gh) with the finite
element method.
In order to minimize the discrete regularized error functional, Jε,h(uh) we
have to solve the discrete optimality condition which reads
εsD,h(uh, vh) + sD,h(uh, vh)− sN,h(uh, vh)− l(vh) = 0 ∀vh ∈ Dh (31)
which is equivalent to look for the vector u solution to the linear system
Su = l (32)
where the NΓI × NΓI matrix S representing the bilinear form sh = εsD,h +
sD,h − sN,h is defined by
Sij = sh(φi, φj) (33)
and l is the vector (lh(φi))i=1,...NΓI .
In order to lighten the computations the matrices are evaluated by
sD,h(φi, φj) =
∫
Ω
1
r
∇ψD,h(φi)∇R(φj)dx (34)
and
sN,h(φi, φj) =
∫
Ω
1
r
∇ψN,h(φi)∇R(φj)dx (35)
where R(φj) is the trivial extension which coincides with φj on ΓI and vanishes
elsewhere.
In the same way the right hand side l is evaluated by
lh(φi) = −
∫
Ω
1
r
(∇ψ˜D,h(fh)−∇ψ˜N,h(gh))∇R(φi)dx (36)
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It should be noticed here that matrix S depends on the geometry of the prob-
lem only and not on the input Cauchy data. Therefore it can be computed once
for all (as well as its LU decomposition for exemple if this is the method used
to invert the system) and be used for the resolution of successive problems with
varying input data as it is the case during a plasma shot in a Tokamak. Only
the right hand side l has to be recomputed. This enables very fast computation
times.
All the numerical results presented in the remaining part of this paper were
obtained using the software FreeFem++ (http://www.freefem.org/ff++/). We
are concerned with the geometry of ITER and the mesh used for the computa-
tions is shown on Fig. 3. It is composed of 1804 triangles and 977 nodes 150 of
which are boundary nodes divided into 120 nodes on ΓV and 30= NΓI on ΓI .
The shape of ΓI is chosen empirically.
Figure 3: The mesh used for the ITER configuration in FreeFem++
3.2 Twin experiments
Numerical experiments with simulated input Cauchy data are conducted in
order to validate the algorithm. Assume we are provided with a Neumann
boundary condition function g on ΓV . We generate the associated Dirichlet
function f on ΓV assuming a reference Dirichlet function uref is known on ΓI .
We thus solve the following boundary value problem:


LψN,ref(uref , g) = 0 in Ω
1
r
∂nψN,ref(uref , g) = g on ΓV
ψN,ref (uref , g) = uref on ΓI
(37)
11
noise level error TC1 error TC2
0% 0.0131 0.0055
1% 0.0659 0.0170
5% 0.1526 0.0405
Table 1: Maximum relative error
|uopt − uref |
|uref |
for TC 1 and 2
.
and set f = ψN,ref(uref , g)|ΓV .
We have considered two test cases. In the first one (TC1)
uref (r, z) = 50 sin(r)
2 + 50 on ΓI (38)
and in the second one (TC2) uref is simply a constant
uref (r, z) = 40 on ΓI (39)
The numerical experiments consist in minimizing the regularized error func-
tional Jε defined thanks to f and g. The obtained optimal solution uopt and
the associated ψopt are then compared to uref and ψref which should ideally be
recovered. Three cases are considered: the noise free case, a 1% noise on f and
g and a 5% noise.
When the noise on f and g is small and the recovery of u is excellent there
is very little difference between the Dirichlet solution ψD(uopt, f) and the Neu-
mann solution ψN (uopt, g). However this is not the case any longer when the
level of noise increases. The Dirichlet solution is much more sensitive to noise on
f than the Neumann solution is sensitive to noise on g. Therefore the optimal
solution is chosen to be ψopt = ψN (uopt, g).
The results are shown on Figs. 4 and 5 where the reference and recovered
solutions are shown for the three levels of noise considered. The results are
excellent for the noise free case in which the Dirichlet boundary condition u
is almost perfecty recovered (Fig. 6). The differences between uopt and uref
increase with the level of noise (Fig. 6 and Tab. 1). As it is often the case in
this type of inverse problems the most important errors on ψopt are localized
close to the boundary ΓI and vanishes as we move away from it (Fig. 7).
Tables 2 and 3 sumarize the evolution of the values of J , RD and Jε for the
different noise level. First guess values (u = 0) are also provided for comparison.
Please note that the regularization parameter was chosen differently from one
experiment to another depending on the noise level. This was tuned by hand.
In the next section we propose to use the L-curve method [19] to choose the
value of ε.
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IsoValue1620222527293135394244475053565861646769
reference solution
IsoValue1620222527293135394244475053565861646769
optimal solution 0%
IsoValue1620222527293135394244475053565861646769
optimal solution 1%
IsoValue1620222527293135394244475053565861646769
optimal solution 5%
Figure 4: First test case (TC1), uref given by Eq. (38). Top left: reference
solution ψN,ref(uref , g). Top right: recovered solution with no noise on the
data. Bottom left: recovered solution with a 1% noise on the data. Bottom
right: recovered solution with a 5% noise.
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IsoValue
-2025
791113161820222426283133353739
reference solution
IsoValue
-2025
791113161820222426283133353739
optimal solution 0%
IsoValue
-2025
791113161820222426283133353739
optimal solution 1%
IsoValue
-2025
791113161820222426283133353739
optimal solution 5%
Figure 5: Second test case (TC2), uref given by Eq. (39). Top left: reference
solution ψN,ref(uref , g). Top right: recovered solution with no noise on the
data. Bottom left: recovered solution with a 1% noise on the data. Bottom
right: recovered solution with a 5% noise.
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Figure 6: uref and the recovered uopt for the 3 levels of noise on the data. Left:
TC1. Right TC2.
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Figure 7: Relative error |ψopt − ψopt|/|ψref | for TC1 with 5% noise.
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J RD Jε ε
u = 0 no noise 46.8643 0 46.8643
uopt no noise 0.0021 46.8722 0.0026 10
−5
uopt 1% noise 1.8443 46.5553 1.8676 5× 10
−4
uopt 5% noise 9.2180 46.5575 9.2646 10
−3
Table 2: TC1 results. Values of the error functional, the regularization term,
the total cost function and the chosen regularization parameter for the initial
guess (row 1), the optimal solutions for different noise levels (row 2, 3 and 4).
J RD Jε ε
u = 0 no noise 30.7231 0 30.7231
uopt no noise 0.0003 30.7242 0.0006 10
−5
uopt 1% noise 0.7300 30.7159 0.7607 10
−3
uopt 5% noise 3.6516 30.6822 3.8050 5× 10
−3
Table 3: TC2 results. Values of the error functional, the regularization term,
the total cost function and the chosen regularization parameter for the initial
guess (row 1), the optimal solutions for different noise levels (row 2, 3 and 4).
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Figure 8: L-curve computed for the ITER case. The corner is located at ε =
5× 10−4.
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Figure 9: Optimal uopt for the ITER case.
3.3 An ITER equilibrium
In this last numerical experiment we consider a ’real’ ITER case. Measurements
of the magnetic field are provided by the plasma equilibrium code CEDRES++
[17]. These mesurements are interpolated to provide f and g on ΓV . The
regularized error functional is then minimized to compute the optimal uopt. The
choice of the regularization parameter ε is made thanks to the computation of
the L-curve shown on Fig. 8. It is a plot of (J(uopt)(ε), RD(uopt)(ε)) as ε varies.
The corner of the L-shaped curve provides a value of ε = 5.10−4.
The computed uopt is shown on Fig. 9 and numerical values are given in
Tab. 4. The recovered poloidal flux ψ is shown on Fig. 10. The boundary of the
plasma is found to be the isoflux ψ = 16.3 which shows an X-point configuration.
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J RD Jε ε
u = 0 31.1026 0 31.1026
uopt 0.8053 39.9169 0.8253 5× 10
−4
Table 4: ITER case results. Values of the error functional, the regularization
term, the total cost function and the chosen regularization parameter for the
initial guess (row 1) and the optimal solution (row 2)
IsoValue0246810121314151616.3171819202122232426283032343638404250
optimal solution
Figure 10: Optimal solution for the ITER case. The plasma is in an X-point
configuration
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4 Conclusion
We have presented a numerical method for the computation of the poloidal flux
in the vacuum region surrounding the plasma in a Tokamak. The algorithm is
based on the optimization of a regularized error functional. This computation
enables in a second step the identification of the plasma boundary.
Numerical experiments have been conducted. They show that the method
is precise and robust to noise on the Cauchy input data. It is fast since the
optimization reduces to the resolution of a linear system of very reasonable di-
mension. Successive equilibrium reconstructions can be conducted very rapidly
since the matrix of this linear system can be completely precomputed and only
the right hand side has to be updated. The L-curve method proved to be efficient
to specify the regularization parameter.
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Appendix. Proof of Proposition 1
1. We need to prove the continuity and the coercivity of Jε.
Continuity.
The maps v 7→ ψD(v) and v 7→ ψN (v) are continuous and linear from H
1/2(ΓI)
to H1(Ω). Moreover since ψ˜D(f) and ψ˜N (g) are in H
1(Ω) and rM ≥ r ≥ rm > 0
in Ω it is shown with Cauchy Schwarz that the bilinear forms sD and sN , the
linear form l and thus Jε are continuous on H
1/2(ΓI).
Coercivity.
The bilinear form sD is coercive onH
1/2(ΓI). One obtains this from the fact that
ψD(v) ∈ H
1
0 (Ω,ΓV ) and the Poincare´ inequality holds, and from the continuity
of the application ψD(v) ∈ H
1(Ω)→ ψD(v)|ΓI = v ∈ H
1/2(ΓI).
On the contrary, since for ψN (v) ∈ H
1(Ω) the seminorm does not bound the
L2 norm, the bilinear form sN is not coercive and because of the minus sign in
s = sD − sN we need to prove that s(v, v) ≥ 0 to obtain the coercivity of the
bilinear part of functional Jε. One can use the same type of argument as in [5]
to de so.
Eventually it holds that
1
2
s(v, v) +
ε
2
sD(v, v) ≥ Cε||v||
2
H1/2(ΓI)
Using the continuity and the coercivity of Jε it results from [25] that problem
Pε admits a unique solution uε ∈ U .
The solution uε is characterized by the first order optimality condition which
is written as the following well-posed variational problem
(J ′ε(uε), v) = εsD(uε, v) + sD(uε, v)− sN (uε, v)− l(v) = 0 ∀v ∈ U (40)
which as in Eq. (26) can be understood as an equality on ΓI .
2. The stability result is deduced from the optimality condition (40).
Let u1ε (resp. u
2
ε) be the solution associated to (f
1, g1) (resp. (f2, g2)).
Substracting the two optimality conditions, choosing v = u1ε − u
2
ε and using the
coercivity leads to
Cε||u1ε − u
2
ε||
2
H1/2(ΓI)
≤ |(l1 − l2)(u
1
ε − u
2
ε)|
The map f 7→ ψ˜D(f) is linear and continuous from H
1/2(ΓV ) to H
1(Ω), and
so is the map g 7→ ψ˜N (g) from H
−1/2(ΓV ) to H
1(Ω). Using these facts and
Cauchy Schwarz it follows that
||u1ε − u
2
ε||H1/2(ΓI ) ≤
C′
rmC
1
ε
(||f1 − f2||H1/2(ΓV ) + ||g
1 − g2||H−1/2(ΓV ))
3. For this point the proof of Proposition 3.2 in [3] can be adpated. A
sketch of the proof is as follows. Let us suppose that there exists u ∈ U such
20
that ψD(u, f) = ψN (u, g). A key point is to show that sD(uε, uε) → sD(u, u)
when ε → 0. Then in a second step using the optimality conditions for u and
uε it is shown that
sD(uε − u, uε − u) ≤ sD(u, u)− sD(uε, uε)
which gives the result thanks to the coercivity of sD in H
1/2(ΓI).
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